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Efforts to understand the influence of historical global warming on
individual extreme climate events have increased over the past
decade. However, despite substantial progress, events that are
unprecedented in the local observational record remain a persistent
challenge. Leveraging observations and a large climate model
ensemble, we quantify uncertainty in the influence of global warm-
ing on the severity and probability of the historically hottest month,
hottest day, driest year, and wettest 5-d period for different areas of
the globe. We find that historical warming has increased the severity
and probability of the hottest month and hottest day of the year
at >80% of the available observational area. Our framework also
suggests that the historical climate forcing has increased the proba-
bility of the driest year andwettest 5-d period at 57% and 41% of the
observed area, respectively, although we note important caveats. For
the most protracted hot and dry events, the strongest and most
widespread contributions of anthropogenic climate forcing occur in
the tropics, including increases in probability of at least a factor of
4 for the hottest month and at least a factor of 2 for the driest year.
We also demonstrate the ability of our framework to systematically
evaluate the role of dynamic and thermodynamic factors such as
atmospheric circulation patterns and atmospheric water vapor, and
find extremely high statistical confidence that anthropogenic forcing
increased the probability of record-low Arctic sea ice extent.
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The last decade has witnessed increasing interest in possible
connections between historical global warming and individual

extreme climate events (1–9). This interest is grounded in both
scientific and practical motivations. First, extremes underlie many
of the most acute stresses on natural and human systems (10, 11).
Understanding the influence of historical warming on extremes is
therefore critical for detecting climate change impacts (12, 13).
Second, trends in the frequency and/or intensity of extremes have
already been detected (10, 11), implying increasing probability of
events that are unprecedented in the observed record. Third,
continued global warming is likely to cause widespread emergence
of unprecedented events in the future (e.g., refs. 10 and 14).
Effective management of climate-related risks therefore requires

robust quantification of the probability of extremes in the current
and future climate (10). For example, quantification of risk and
liability (8, 15), and design of resilient infrastructure and resource
management systems (16), must account for both historical non-
stationarity and the likelihood of future changes. Similarly, the
United Nations mechanisms for climate change compensation,
adaptation, and preparation create a practical need to quantify the
contribution of historical emissions to individual extreme events
(e.g., ref. 17). Finally, connections between historical warming
and individual events have become an explicit motivation for
decision makers and the public (e.g., ref. 5).
Although the tails of climate distributions have been analyzed for

many years (e.g., ref. 18), quantifying the contribution of historical
warming to unprecedented events presents an imposing scientific

challenge at the nexus of climate dynamics and statistical analysis
(5). First, although some local observations are centuries old, much
of the climate system is observed only sparsely, and only for the past
few decades (19–21). As a result, observational samples are small
relative to the magnitude of the most extreme events (20), creating
substantial uncertainty in the probability (22, 23). Second, the his-
torical increase in greenhouse forcing has already altered global
climate dynamics (e.g., refs. 2, 10, and 20). The probability of some
kinds of extremes has thus been affected both by overlaying a trend
on the background variability and by changes in the physical
processes that create rare events (22, 24–26). However, because
climate forcing has increased over the historical period, the ob-
servational sample in the present forcing is even smaller than in the
full observational record. As a result, distinguishing a change in
probability between the earlier and later periods poses a challenge
that cannot be readily overcome solely through observational
analysis (e.g., refs. 27 and 28), or with the relatively small climate
model ensembles conventionally analyzed in efforts such as the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (23).
Given these challenges, a number of approaches to “single-event

attribution” have been developed (2–5, 7, 8, 29). These approaches
use observations and/or climate models to quantify the influence of
historical global warming on the probability and/or severity of in-
dividual events (e.g., refs. 6, 22, and 30–38). Each method has its
own advantages and assumptions (5). One challenge is that different
approaches sometimes yield different attribution statements, either
because of differences in how “attribution” is defined, differences in

Significance

Extreme climate events have increased in many regions. Efforts to
test the influence of global warming on individual events have also
increased, raising the possibility of operational, real-time, single-
event attribution. We apply four attributionmetrics to four climate
variables at each available point on a global grid. We find that
historical global warming has increased the severity and proba-
bility of the hottest monthly and daily events at more than 80% of
the observed area and has increased the probability of the driest
and wettest events at approximately half of the observed area.
Our results suggest that scientifically durable operational attribu-
tion is possible but they also highlight the importance of carefully
diagnosing and testing the physical causes of individual events.
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